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ABSTRACT
The accuracy associated with assessing the environmental consequences of an accidental
release of radioactivity is highly dependent on ow knowledge of the sorstce term characteristics
and, in the ease when the radioaetivi~ is condensed on particles, the pticle size distribution, all
of which arc generally poorly known. Thk paper reports on the development of a numerical
technique that integrates the radiological measurements with attttosphuic dispersion modeling.
Tids tesuka in a more accurate panicle size distribution and particle injection height estimation
when compared with measurements of high explosive disperzal of 239Pu.
The estimation model is based on a non-linear least squares regression scheme coupled
with the ARAC three-dimensional atmospheric dispersion models. The viabtity of the approach
is evaluated by estimation of ADPIC model input pwarneters such as the ADPIC particle size
mean aerodynamic diameter, the geometric standard deviation: and largest size. Additionally we
estimate an optimal “coupling coefficient” between the parttcles and an explosive cloud rise
model. The experimental data arc taken from the Clean Slate 1 field experiment conducted during
1963 at the Tonopah Test Range in Nevada.
The regression tcchni ue optimizes the agreement between the measured and model
predicted concentrations of 233 Po by varying the model input psnrnetcm within their respective
ranges of uncertainties. The technique generally estimated the measured concentrations withii a
factor of 1.5, with the worst estimate bciig withina factor of 5, very good in view of the
complexity of the concentration measurements, the uncertainties associated with the
meteacdogioal daw and the limitations of the models. The best fit also suggest a smaller mean
diameter and a smaller geometric standard deviation on the pwticle size as well as a slightly
weaker particle to cloud coupling than previously reported
1. INTRODUCTION
During the reduction of world-wide nuclear weapons stockpiles, the rquired incma.sed
transpordon of weapons could cause irtercascd probability of an explosive accident. It thetefote is
prudent to insure that our models provide adquate predictions of hazards to humans and their
envimrtrnent to study such potential accidents, arul in the event of an actual aocidenL to respond
irtrcaldme.
One of the technicaf areas under investigation at the Lawrence Livermorc National
Laboratory in the US& jointly with with the Institute of Experimental Meteorology and the
Institute of System Studies in Russi& is the development of art automated methodology that
insures effective utilization of the radiological measurements in conjunction with atmospheric
“ Wce_k
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dispersion modeling for real-time source term and dose estimation in the event of accidental
release of radioactivity to the atmosphere. This work reports on the determination of
MEDIC/IvlATHEW/ADPIC w
model input parameters applicable to dispersion of 239Pu
due to a non-nuclear detonation of high explosive (HE).
If the HE charge in a nuclear weapon detonates and does not produce nuclear yield, much
of the plutonium in the device is expected to be dispersed in the form of very tine particulate
matter. To model such events, Foster, Freis and Nasstrom (5.) have implemented in ADPIC an

explosive “cloud rise” model developed at the Sandla National Laboratories by Boughton and
Delaurentis (Q). In particular, this model provides ADPIC with a time evolution of the physical
and thermodynamic properties of a buoyant cloud. These include the cIoud radius, R(t), heigh~
z(t), temperature, T(t), and vertical velocity, W(t), as functions of time, t.
The ADPIC Lagrangian “mass” particles are randomly placed in the cloud at t=O.
Subsequently, the particles are radially dkpersed due to the expansion of the cloud, advcct
horizontally with the cloud, and receive a vertical component of velocity, w(mPt), given by
w(mP, t) = W(t) exp{-c[RP(t) / R(012) – s(%zJ
1)
where: mp is tie particle mass s(mp,zp) is the gravitatiomd setth’tg velocity of the pticle
at
height ZP; RP is the radial distance of the particle from the clood centeq and c is the pardcle
“velocity coupling eoeffieient” which, for a positive valu% causes those particles near the cloud
center to rwswe mote vertical lift due to the cloud rise that the lift received near the cloud edges.
This model has been compared with a “stabilized cloud” model by Baakett and Cederwall Q).
They concluded from sensitivity tests, that if art accurate dispemion CaIctdation by the ADPIC
model is required for Clean Slate 1, the tirnedepertdent cloud rise model should be used.
In previous investigations ~
we developed a rudimentary automated methodology for
estimating source release parameters that are optimal in the least squares sense of non-lirte-iu
rqqession tuttdyses. IMa approach represented a marked depatmre tkm the manual and time
consuming method often used for source term and dose estimation. The methodology was
designed to gain the maximum information on both the meteorological mmiel (MEDIC and
MATHEW) as well as the atmospheric transport and diffusion (ADPIC) model parameters. A
prime objective was to develop the re~ession in a manner that is computatiomdfy efficient in
order to do real-time predictions.
‘Ilk paper reporta on our implementation of the regression methodology using the
“ARAC emergency response” version of ADPICa. The viabtity of the approach is evaluated by
estimation of ADPIC model input parameters of activity mean aerodynamic diameter, and
geometric standard deviation. Additionally we estimate an optimal velocity coupling coefficient.
The experimental
sition da~ nomalized to 1 kg of ~9Pu, are taken from the Rollez coaster
field experimnta z
conducted during 1963 at the Tonopah Teat Range in NevadiL
2. PARAMETER ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY
For a given experiment that we wish to model, and for i= L2,...,I, let o,. UCZI)Lx a set
of measured values (for example, the measured pollutant concentration) with uncertainties given
by oi ■ @i, , at the independent variable X1(where the independent variable may, in fact be a
vector that represenq for example, a spatial location and a particular lime. for the measurement).
Suppose the model fitting is dependent on varying a set of input parametem which are given by
6. {f),,forj = L2,...,J}. Then, let c, = c(z,,6) be the model computed concentrations in the same
units as the measurements, and at the same independent (spatial and temporal) variables, ii.
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Then, for a particular choice of measurements,

model, and model input parameters,
“least squares” goodness of tit, .$= O(ii,i = 1,2,..., I:13i,j= 1,2,....J). by

we define a

(2)

cl=~[wi(oi-ci)’]

i.1

where Wi is a weighting factor. Often used values for the weighting are Wi=1/u!,

or Wi= 1/~il.

Since our data may vary over orders of magnitude, and for some choices of parameters the
computed concentrations may miss the data by several orders of magnitude, we have chosen to
use the weighting factor defined by
Wi

=Ri/loil

(3)

where Ri =min 1050. max. ~ 5
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According to the method ‘of least sqwmes”(c.f., ~,
the optimum values of the
model parameters 6 are obtained by minimizing o with respect to each of the parameters
simultaneously. That is, we seek the set of parameters for which
~==$*[wi(oi-cJ’]
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(4)
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for all of the 0,. It gene~ it is not possible to deri~e an analytical cxptession for calculating all
the partiaf derivatives for complex numencaf models such as h4/A. Instead, o must be
considered a continuous function of the J parameters ej, describing a hypersurfaec in (J+l)dimensional apace which must be scxwchedfor the minimum value of o.
One of the difficulties of such a search is that for a non-linear function there maybe more
than one local minimum for dI within a reasonable range of values for the parameters. Unless the
~~c cm & physically msticted to a region in which it is known that there is only one
smntmum (whtch we assume here), any of the so-called “gradient” methods may converge to a
local rather than the globaJ minimum.
Based on our earlier work (&) we have selected to implement the Mmquardt ~
methodology which combines both a “steepest descent” i.e., Eq. (4), when far from the
minhmr~ and a “fit order Taylor’s expansion of the fitting model parameters” as the minimum
is approached.
3. DATA BASE THE CLEAN SLATE 1 EXPERIMENT@
The Clean Slate 1 experiment was one of the Roller Coaster field experiments conducted
during 1963 at the Tonopafs Test Range in Nevada. The purpose of these exptxirnenta was to
acquire the data needed to develop the predictive capabilities required to assess the
environmental consequences of a nuclear weapon accident involving an explosive release of
plutonium to the atmosphere due to m inadvertent detonation of the weapon’s HE component
without a nuclear yield. The experiments provided detailed information on the spatial and
tetnporsd distdbution of the plutoNtun as a function of particle size in the cloud produced by the
HE detonation as WCBas the distribution of the plutonium on the surface. The dea@a included
(1) an extensive surface-baaed air and deposition sampling network situated along a series of atcs
that extended its a cone out to a distance of about 10 km fim the event aitc, and (2) a balloonbome air sampling system that contained a large number of air samplers to define the vertical
dkribution
of plutonium in the cloud. Io addition, a comprehensive meteorological
measurements program supported the experiments to defiie the surface and upper air wind flows
and turbulence during the event.
Clean Slate 1 HB was single-pent detonated over a relatively flat area of the NTS test
~.ge to simulate an accident situation. The cloud rose quickly to a height in excess of 500 m due
to us themnal buoyancy, and thereafter the fate of the plutonium was governed by gravitational
settling, atmospheric transport and diffusion, and deposition on the ground surface.

Particle size measurements of the plutonium bearing particles indicated a significant
variabdity of the size distribution as a function of height with the larger particles king associated
with the lower part of the cloud. The sizes have been converted to equivalent diameters of unit
density spheres. Estimates (~ using less formal methods have found the median diameter to be
about 40 micrometers and that approximately 207. of the particles are respirable with diameters of
less than 10 micrometers.
The upper level winds at the time of the event were fairly steady at 5 to 8 M/S with very
little directional shear. The atmosphere was characterized as being relatively stable.

4. COMPUTATIONAL

RESULTS

The MEDICJMATHEW/ADPIC grids and winds have been chosen to agree with
previously published results W.
Based on Figure 3 of Baskett and Cederwall w which
compares the observed to computed cloud top height, we initialize the explosive cloud at 50m
above the surface. Case 1 initiaf vahres of activity size and coupling parameters, chosen consistent
with the referenced computations, are input to begin the calculations. Initial vahres for Case 3 are
just guessed baaed on the results of Case 2. The regression methodology then iterates to tind the
set of mrartteters where the least squares measure, UI, converges to a Iocaf (and hopefolly, a
globaljminimum.
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Ffgure L Observed and Model Computed Deposition (Normalized to 1 kg of 239Pu) as a
function of dowrtwind distance from the source.
Figure 1 compares the deposition values as obaexved (with 25% emor bars as esdmated in
(IQ)) and as model computed at differing distances downwind from the soutcc. One observea that
with Case 1, the model computed values are baakxlly too high fttdicating tttat the activity size is
too large. case 2 is the model computations after a few regression iterations for the new particle
size parameters and velocity coupling coefficient as shown in Table 1. Generally the fit to
observed is significantly better as reflected in the table. Cases 3 and 4 compare the fits using a
bimodal lognorrnal particle size distribution. The maximum and average factors of case 3 are

greatly inflated due to the fact that with the initial values of the parameters, the first sampler
computes no deposition. Case 4 is after regression for the best tit parameters.
Table 1 indicates the best overall fit
by Case 4 based on the k.ast squares value,
tie maximum factor and average factor of
observed to computed. From Figure 1,
even though the nearest to the source

comparison with Case 2 may be worse, the
Case 4 fit is clearly better beyond about 5
km.
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Figure 2: Percent of activity with radkrs less
than the stated mdius

Figure 2 displays the percent of
marker particles with radius less than the
radius ~ven on the abscissa. We note that
even though the median diameter is
reduced by about 20% km Case 1 to Case
2, the fraction of respirable size particles is
actually reduced only by a small amount
due to the narrower distribution predicted
by Case 2. The lowermost curve, Case 4,
indicates almost a factor of 2 greater
respirable fraction with the bimodal
distribution. This distribution istdieates a
much greater hazard than previously
reported for one-point HE detonations.
This is, howeve~, a preliminary result that
watmnta further investigation.

Table 1: Cases 1 and 3 ax computed with “initial guesses” of the particle size parameters and
coupling coefftciett~ Cases 2 and 4 show the irttprovemettts after a few regression iterations.
Cases 1 and 2 use a truncated lognortnal activity size. Cases 3 and 4 use a truttca~ bnodal lognormal activity size. The maximum and average factors are the ratio of predictions to
obaetvations or vice-vera~ whichever is larger.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
From the figures and the tablq one obrervea th~ its gene@ tbe model suggests a smaller
median particle size with a more narrow distribution thrut reported in ~,
i.e., Case 1
with maximum radius of 100 pm. However, if the maximum is restricted to 100 ptw then no
deposition is computed for the first 1/2 km downwind,
The purpose of implementing a good regression scheme is to best estimate the uncertain
model input parameters so that the model can be used to make mote accurate ptdictions outaide
the range of existing &ta or for subsequent model nuts. These predictions, with estimates of their
uncertainties, can then be used to determine actions recommended for emergency tvaponse. In our

computations one observes a greatly improved fit to the observed deposition concentrations using
the regression scheme. We note that with the “best fit” to deposition, the model also predicts the 3
highest observed air concentrations at the balloon curtain to within a factor Of 2. This is
considered an excellent fit by atmospheric dispersion modelers. However, the success of this
technique is based on the premise that
a) the dispersion model is able to perform a credible simulation of the appropriate physical

b)

procesfis that are needed to account for the radiological observation imd,
the radiological measurements are sensitive to the effects of meteorology, topography
and source characteristics on plume behavior.
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